MONEY MAXIMUM
The Ultimate Money Making Guide

Terms and Conditions:
All information provided in this eBook is for educational purpose only. Although all of this is purely
whitehat, nothing illegal I (author) am in no way responsible for any actions taken by you after reading
this book. You are solely responsible for all your actions.
Actual money making process is dependent on you only. You are only eligible for a refund after you have
tried the methods for more than 45 days.
You have no rights to resell this or distribute this in any way. If you are found doing such things, you will
be reported to the HF authorities as well as a dispute/scam report will be opened on HF.

Glossary:










PP – Paypal
MB – MoneyBookers (Skrill)
AP – AlertPay (Payza)
BTC – BitCoin
WU – Western Union
LTC – Litecoin
DGC – Dogecoin
PM – Perfect Money
WMZ – Webmoney

Overview
In this method, we are going to play the exchange role. As you would
have seen, in HF exchange section, there are plenty of users running
services around exchanging:





PP to Skrill
Skrill to PP
PP to BTC
WU to PP etc.

Here, I will give you your path to be one of them and make a lot of
profit for nothing. I will show you the way where you can get your
money exchanged at lowest rate and then you can earn profit by selling
it at a profitable rate so you earn money acting as a middleman. After
all, time is money and you need money to make money!

Method
First of all, you need some initial funds to get started and begin
exchanging
Head over to:
ExchangeMoneyForum

Register a new account which should be self-explanatory. Use all legit
information.
Now you will have an account on forum. This forum is specifically built
for currency exchange discussion and services.
Now, head over to
EMF Currency Exchange Section
Here you can see a lot of sellers which offer currency exchange
between many payment systems like PP, Neteller, Skrill, webmoney,
BTC etc.
The main advantage of this forum is people are selling or
exchanging various currencies at very low rates. Few people sell at 2-5%
rates. Sometimes, you may even get 1:1 deals!
See, here you can make a lot of profit! Just put bids on such offers
which have low or 1:1 rates. And get your PayPal or any other funds
exchanged to rare funds or target funds.

For example, I have a lot of Skrill funds. So now what?
Now you just go to HF currency exchange section (or any forum
currency exchange section) and sell you Skrill. Go to:
HF Currency Exchange Section
Make your own shop that you are selling Skrill or any currency
which is currently in demand, or even, find a thread matching what you
need/have. Most of the sellers currently give 10% to 20% rate for
exchanging their currency to PayPal/target currency. I.e. people come
to exchangers and exchange their PayPal funds e.g. 120$ to target
Funds for 100$ (20% rate)
So you see your opportunity here. Just purchase target currency
from EMF at low rate or even 1:1 (0%) rate and sell it at higher rate in
forums. You can even charge cheaper than other exchangers like you
can keep rate of 15-20% and earn really large sum for nothing daily.

There are lots and lots of users need their PP or any other
currency exchanged, daily.

You can also get very good rates for other currencies on
ExchangeMoneyForum and put these on sale on HF or any marketplace
involving currency exchange.








HF Currency Exchange
CariGold Currency Exchange
MoneyFanClub Currency Exchange
TopGoldForum Currency Exchange
LeakSX Currency Exchange
Sythe Currency Exchange
DigitalMoneyTalk Currency Exchange

The potential of this method is really unlimited as you would have
understood by now.

AUTOMATED/LARGE EXCHANGES:

Additional Exchange #1
(Non US)
Here I will give you one additional way to get exchanges at lower rates.
Please go to link below:
Unichange
Now register for an account. Now to exchange, we need to get verified
on site. Please follow procedure in following link. It may take up to 48
hours to get verified. It is necessary to exchange seamlessly.
Unichange Verification
Now when you are verified, you can place orders on Unichange for very
low rates! Please check screenshot below for its rates:

As you can see, it offers up very low rates. You can exchange your
currency at very low rates and sell it on forums. Currently, btc-e USD is
in much demand. Check its rates on unichange:

As you can see, its rate is just 4%. People are selling it for atleast 15%
on HF currently. You can make lot of profit from this!

Additional Exchange #2
Another common exchange used is
AlfaCashier
This exchange offers rates for 2%-4%, although not many currencies are
included, it’s amazing for coins!

Additional Exchange #3
HighFlyExchange

As you can see, this exchange offers some AMAZING rates, compared
to other exchanges. If you can manage to acquire these currencies, I
will highly recommend as it’s virtually impossible to chargeback. So you
can exchange with ease.

Additional Exchange #4
(EgoPay)
Egopay Exchange

This exchange gives you exchanges which exchange to and from
egopay, through one of the selected currencies, this is a great exchange
to find people exchanging. They offer near perfect rates too!

Additional Exchange #5
PayExchange

As you can see, this uses the main currencies and offers great rates,
although it is not instant, orders will go through manually so this does
take some time.

